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ABSTRACT
Microgrid Laboratory Wind Energy Integration
Vincent Liang
Cal Poly San Luis Obispo’s Electrical Engineering Department and the Power
Energy Institute have developed a microgrid laboratory with various generators, loads,
and protection systems over the past several years. To improve and make the Cal Poly
microgrid laboratory more realistic, this thesis outlines the process of improving the EE
microgrid setup by adding a wind energy generation system via an induction generator,
excitation capacitors, and a protection relay. By adding an induction generator, the
microgrid system becomes more resilient to sudden power fluctuations by maintaining a
stable voltage and frequency when the microgrid is islanded. To test this, a disturbance
was introduced to the islanded microgrid by turning on and off the pump motor load for
one second and by adding a torque load.
Without the wind energy system, the system frequency drops below 59.7Hz
causing the microgrid to collapse. However, with the wind energy system, the microgrid
frequency is kept above 59.7Hz and can remain operational even if the pump motor is
loaded to 2 lb•in. This is due to the large inertia the induction generator contains. This is
further investigated by creating a Simulink model that models a wind turbine system with
wind fluctuations. The model shows that by having a large rotating mass, the inertia
keeps the output power stable even if there are rapid wind speed fluctuations.

Keywords: Microgrid, Induction Generator, Wind Energy, Relay
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Traditional Electric Grid
The electric grid is a vast network of power plants, transmission lines, distribution
centers, and protection systems that generate and deliver power to consumers in real time.
The United States has three main interconnects: Eastern interconnect, Western
interconnect, and the Electric Reliability Council of Texas. These vast interconnects help
maintain the reliability of the grid since there are multiple paths for power to flow if a
power plant shuts down or an interruption occurs. Within each interconnect, balancing
authorities oversee and maintain the electric grid and ensuring supply meets demand [1].
Most electricity is generated through power plants that spin a turbine by burning
coal, natural gas, or fossil fuels. However, over the past several decades the rise of
renewable energy sources such as wind, solar, hydroelectric, and nuclear have changed
the dynamic of the electric grid. For example, wind and solar energy sources depend on
variable weather conditions which can be hard to predict, meaning supply can change
rapidly and unexpectedly. Recent engineering research has focused on increasing the
reliability and responsiveness of power generation in microgrids.
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Figure 1.1: Typical Electricity Transmission

1.2 Smart Grids and Microgrids
A smart grid uses technology that allows for two-way communication between
the consumer and the utility provider by monitoring and providing real-time data to
increase reliability and reduce outages. This includes adding demand metering, sensors to
transmission lines, smarter protective devices, digital circuit breakers, and adding battery
storages to meet energy demand [2]. With the use of these technologies, energy sources
such as wind and solar can be integrated into the grid since utility providers have more
data to predict demand times and outages.
A microgrid is a localized grid that can regulate its own load and generation and
is able to island itself from the traditional electric grid [2]. Microgrids provide more
reliability to the traditional electric grid since it does not necessarily need the main grid to
function. If something were to happen to a nearby area, the microgrid can disconnect
itself from the main grid and still supply power to its local loads. With the rise of natural
disasters and power outages, the development of microgrids are increasing rapidly.

2

Figure 1.2: Microgrid Diagram

1.3 Microgrid Student Laboratory
The Cal Poly Microgrid has been developed over several years by various
students. Throughout this thesis, the term “microgrid” will be referring to the Cal Poly
Microgrid student laboratory system. Currently, the microgrid consists of the following
components:
•

Two synchronous generators

•

A grid tied 120W photovoltaic system

•

Two transformers with a ratio of 1/1 to provide ground isolation

•

Two short three-phase transmission lines that are modeled by RL circuits

•

Two static load banks that can range from 333.33Ω to 2000Ω

•

One induction motor (pump motor) as a dynamic load

The pump motor is equipped with three-phase WYE-connected capacitors to improve its
power factor. The microgrid also has various Schweitzer Engineering Laboratory (SEL)
relays and student-built circuit breakers that monitor and protect the system. On top of

3

that, emergency safety switches (ESS), an annunciator panel, a load shedding scheme,
and an SEL-3530 Real-time Automation Controller were added to automate some
functions and make the microgrid safer and easier to operate [3].
The microgrid is capable of being grid-connected or islanded. When the microgrid
is islanded, only the 2 synchronous generators and photovoltaic system (if connected) are
providing power to the static loads and pump motor load. Because the building grid is not
connected, the system can be very sensitive to large changes. If the generator output
power is low enough, the load shedding scheme will take over to reduce the amount of
load on the system. This was shown in a previous thesis [3].
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND INFORMATION

2.1 Wind Turbine Basics
Using wind energy to do mechanical work has been around for thousands of years
from using wind to move boats to windmills that grind grain. In today’s era, wind energy
is being harnessed to generate electricity via a generator and as the world shifts to clean
energy, wind turbines are becoming a key component to achieve that goal. According to
the US Energy Information Administration, wind energy production has grown from 6
billion kWh to 338 kWh over the past 20 years [4].
A wind turbine has 4 main components: the blades, the nacelle, the generator, and
the tower. The blades are used to capture the wind energy which, rotates an axle that
spins the generator. The nacelle is the housing part of the wind turbine that encloses the
gear box, generator, brake assembly, and yaw and pitch controls. The generator can either
be a synchronous or asynchronous generator that produces the electricity, and the tower is
the base and structure of the wind turbine that provides stability [5].

5

Figure 2.1: Wind Turbine Component Diagram

Wind turbine generators can either be a DC generator, permanent magnet (PM)
synchronous generators, or an asynchronous (induction) generator. DC generators are
typically only used for low power applications while PM generators are typically used for
small scale wind turbines [21]. PM generators are reliable and simple since they do not
have slip rings or brushes. Modern wind power systems use asynchronous generators
since they are robust, inexpensive and can absorb large fluctuations in rotor speed [21].
More specifically, most installed wind turbines are doubly fed induction generators
(DFIG) which allow both the stator and rotor currents to be controlled providing higher
efficiency and more controllability [21].
There are two types of wind turbines: horizontal axis and vertical axis. Horizontal
axis wind turbines (HAWT) are the more common ones in the commercial market. The
rotor shaft and blades face the wind in parallel and spin due to the lift generated by the
blades. HAWTs have multiple wind sensors that determine the wind speed and direction
and turn the wind turbine to face the wind should the wind direction change. They are
6

generally several hundreds of feet tall, meaning they can capture high wind speeds,
making them the most efficient type of wind turbine since they have a high tip speed [6].
Because of their height, they can be visibly intrusive, kill birds, require a breaking
mechanism to stop the wind turbine at high wind speeds and require a large and strong
support structure [7].
Vertical axis wind turbines (VAWT) are less common and have their rotor shaft
pointed vertically, making their rotation perpendicular to the wind. VAWTs can be drag
based (Savonius type) or lift based (Darrieus and H-Rotor type). They spin at a lower rate
and are generally mounted at a lower elevation meaning they do not produce as much
power as a HAWT since their tip speeds are slower. However, VAWTs are
omnidirectional meaning they do not need a system to adjust the turbine’s yaw [8].

Figure 2.2: Horizontal Axis, Savonius Type, Darrieus Type, and H-Rotor Type
1

The amount of power in the wind can be calculated by 𝑃 = 2 𝜌𝐴𝑉 3 where ρ is the
air density, A is the swept area of the blades, and V is the wind velocity [7]. From the
equation, wind speed is the dominant factor in determining how much power the wind
has. Since wind speeds are faster and less turbulent at higher altitudes, commercial wind
turbines can range from 260 to 800 feet depending on the location. There is a minimum
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wind speed to run the wind turbine known as the cut-in speed. Typically cut-in wind
speeds for industrial wind turbines range from 6-9 mph and as wind speed increases,
more power is generated until it reaches its rated speed. If the wind speed increases too
much, the wind turbine will lock itself to prevent mechanical damage. This cut-off wind
speed is typically between 35-55 mph [9].

Figure 2.3: Typical Wind Turbine Power-Speed Characteristic

Even though the wind has a certain amount of energy associated with it, it is impossible
to harness 100% of it due to losses. The theoretical absolute best efficiency is 59.3%
which is known as the Betz limit. In reality, the efficiency is below the Betz limit due to
wake rotation losses generated when the wind passes through the blades [7].
2.2 Induction Machine Basics
Most wind turbines use an asynchronous generator (induction generator) to
generate electricity because they are cheaper, easier to maintain, and wind energy can be
harnessed at various rotating speeds. An induction machine consists of two components:
the stator and rotor. The stator is the stationary part of the machine where coils of wire (3
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sets) are wrapped around an iron core 120 degrees apart. When a 3-phase AC current
flows through those coils, a rotating magnetic field is created since the coils of wire are
offset and because current reaches its peak at different times. As the current increases in
magnitude, the magnetic field strength increases. The rotor is the rotating part of the
machine that is made up of two end rings, connected by metal bars (normally aluminum),
forming a squirrel cage-like structure.

Figure 2.4: Squirrel Cage Induction Machine Rotor

In the rotor, a voltage is induced by the rotating magnetic field as shown from
Faraday’s law: 𝐸 = −𝑁

𝑑𝜑
𝑑𝑡

. Since the end rings are connected by metal, the voltage

source is shorted and current flows within the squirrel cage. This current creates its own
magnetic field in the rotor. The stator magnetic field and the rotor magnetic field interact
and act like bar magnets that attracted each other. The rotor’s magnetic field tries to line
itself up with the stator’s magnetic field but can’t since the stator’s magnetic field is
rotating constantly. This causes the rotor to spin and thus produces a torque as it tries to
catch up. In an induction motor, the rotor speed is less than the synchronous speed since
the rotor can never catch up to the stators rotating magnetic field. This speed difference is
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known as slip which is defined as

𝑁𝑠𝑦𝑛𝑐ℎ − 𝑁𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟
𝑁𝑠𝑦𝑛𝑐ℎ

where Nsynch is the synchronous

speed of the induction motor and Nrotor is the speed of the rotor. The speed is defined as
120𝑓
𝑃

where f is the frequency and P is the number of poles the machine has.

Figure 2.5: Torque-Speed Characteristic of Induction Machine

The torque-speed characteristic of an induction machine is shown in Figure 2.5.
If the rotor speed is less than the synchronous speed, slip is positive and the induction
machine is a motor, but if the rotor speed is greater than the synchronous speed, slip is
negative, and the induction machine becomes a generator. When slip equals zero, the
rotor and synchronous speed are the same which means no torque is produced. Note that
an induction generator generally starts off as a motor first and once it crosses the point of
when slip equals zero, it becomes a generator.
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CHATPER 3
DESIGN, SPECIFICATIONS, AND LIMITATIONS
This thesis consists of designing and testing the wind energy and protection
system. Table 3.1 outlines the design requirements to successfully connect the wind
energy system to the existing Cal Poly microgrid while Table 3.2 outlines the
specifications of the equipment that was added in this thesis.
Table 3.1: Engineering Design Requirements
Design
Requirements

Engineering Specifications

Justification

1

Capable of varying frequency by use of Varying the frequency would allow for
a variable frequency driver
synchronization and power transfer from
(VFD) and prime mover
generator to load

2

Induction generator output power
flows from the generator to load

Generator needs to be able to supply
power to the microgrid loads and should
not consume active power

3

SEL protection relay opens the circuit
breaker if frequency, voltage, or power
flow are not within desirable
conditions

Induction generator should be isolated
using the SEL relay and circuit breaker if
conditions are not desirable to prevent
abnormal operating conditions

4

Automatic shutdown of the VFD and
prime mover if the circuit breaker is
tripped

Additional protection feature that shuts
down induction generator and prime
mover

5

Synchronization between the microgrid
and wind energy system can occur
automatically using the SEL protection
relay

Needed to successfully connect the wind
energy system to the synch bus on the
microgrid automatically

6

Adding wind generation annunciation
panel alarms and measurements

Needed for the user to visually monitor
the wind energy system when operating
the microgrid

7

Able to isolate and shut down wind
energy system if any emergency
switches are tripped

Additional protection feature that will
shut down induction generator and prime
mover using emergency switches laid
throughout the microgrid
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Table 3.2 Newly Added Equipment Specifications
Equipment

Specifications
•
•
•
•

Frequency Range: 57Hz – 63Hz
Input Voltage: 208V (Phase – Phase)
HP Rating: 1.5kW/2.0HP
Refer to Source [10] for additional
information

Prime Mover (Induction Motor)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Input Voltage: 208V (Phase – Phase)
Phase: 3
Current Rating: 3.1A
Power Rating: 1HP
RPM Rating: 1725
S.F. 1.15
Inverted Rated Motor

Induction Generator

•
•
•
•
•
•

Input Voltage: 208V (Phase – Phase)
Phase: 3
Current Rating: 2.4A
Power Rating: 1/3HP
RPM Rating: 1725
S.F: 1.35

Excitations Capacitors

•
•
•
•

Capacitance: 3, 50µF each
Voltage Rating: 440VAC
Configuration: WYE connected
Grounded Neutral

Variable Frequency Driver (VFD)

SEL-300G Relay

Circuit Breaker Motor Contactor

Dynamometer

Refer to SEL-300G Relay manual in Source
[14]
•
•
•
•
•
•

Model: Eaton DLEEM-10-G(125VDC)
Voltage Rating: 125VDC
Current Rating: 22A
Power Rating: 1.5kW
Number of Poles: 3
Refer to Source [16] for the complete
data sheet

•
•
•
•

Voltage Rating: 125VDC
Current Rating: 3.0A
Power Rating: 0.33HP
RPM Rating: 1800
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The equipment and specifications used in this thesis are specific to the Cal Poly
microgrid student laboratory in room 20-102 (Machines Laboratory). The following list
lays out the assumptions and limitations of the Cal Poly microgrid and parameters used in
this thesis.
•

The Cal Poly microgrid building utility comes from PG&E and cannot be
controlled or manipulated.

•

The Cal Poly microgrid runs on three-phase, 120/208V, 60Hz system.

•

Each synchronous generator is mechanically coupled to a DC machine that acts as
the prime mover.

•

Each synchronous generator output voltage and output power are controlled
manually by adjusting the field current and speed of the prime mover.

•

Each synchronous generator is independent of each other and is protected by an
SEL-700G relay and circuit breaker.

•

Throughout this thesis, the photovoltaic system was not connected to the
microgrid.

•

The modeled transmission lines are comprised of a 10Ω resistor and a 45mH
inductor connected in series for each phase.

•

Each static load is comprised of a Hampden RLC-100 resistance load box that has
6 switches. Each switch that is turned on adds a 2000Ω resistor in parallel,
providing a resistance range of 333.33Ω - 2000Ω.

•

Each static load is connected in WYE configuration.
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•

The dynamic load consists of an induction motor. Throughout this thesis, the
dynamic load is referred to as the pump motor. The pump motor specifications are
as follows:
o Input Voltage: Three-phase, 208V (Phase-Phase)
o Rated Current: 1.4A
o Power Rating: 1/3HP
o RPM Rating: 1725

•

Power Factor correction capacitors are connected in parallel to the pump motor in
WYE configuration. Each phase consists of two 50µF capacitors connected in
parallel giving total of 25µF per phase.

•

All connections that made use either banana to banana connections, banana to
spade connections, or spade to spade connections.

•

The operation of wind energy system assumes a fixed wind speed model since the
VFD cannot account for random wind fluctuations and wind gusts that occur in
real wind models.
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CHAPTER 4
INDUCTION GENERATOR EXPERIMENT
4.1 Overview
Before the induction generator was added to microgrid, a separate experiment was
conducted to investigate the characteristics of the generator. Figure 4.1 shows the
diagram of the experiment setup and Figure 4.2 shows the physical setup in the lab.

Figure 4.1: Diagram of Induction Generator Experiment

Induction Motor
(Prime Mover)

Grid
Induction
Generator

Switch
VFD

Cap Bank
(50µF)

Figure 4.2: Lab Setup for the Induction Generator Experiment
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Since room 20-102 does not have a wind turbine, wind tunnel, or a way to
generate wind conditions, an induction motor connected to a variable frequency drive
(VFD) was used to simulate wind speed. As mentioned in Section 2.2, an induction
generator requires the rotor to run faster than synchronous speed ( > 60Hz), however the
AC power source in room 20-102, can only provide a frequency of 60Hz. To overcome
this obstacle, a VFD was used. For the purposes for the experiment and the Cal Poly
Microgrid, the output of the VFD is limited to 57Hz to 63Hz. Because the induction
generator is rated at 1/3 HP, the max frequency it can run before the output power is
above the rated value is 63Hz. See Appendix A for the settings used. Refer to Source [10]
for additional information on the VFD.
The VFD output is connected to an induction motor which acts as the prime
mover. Note that the prime mover machine was eventually changed to an induction motor
that contained inverter spike resistant magnet wire. The prime mover is mechanically
coupled to the induction generator, meaning the generator rotor spins at the same speed
as the prime mover rotor. The generator’s output is then connected to manual switch and
then to bench power (utility grid). Additionally, three excitation capacitors (50µF) in
WYE configuration are connected to the output of the induction generator. With the help
of the excitation capacitors, the induction generator can be operated as a self-excited
(standalone) induction generator since the capacitors help provide the needed reactive
power. The following conditions were tested:
•

Self-Excited Induction Generator – Not connected to the utility grid

•

Grid Connected Induction Generator – Connected to the utility grid
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4.2 Self-Excited Results and Findings
In the self-excited case, the switch connecting the induction generator terminals to
the grid remains open. Since the iron core in the induction machine has some residual
magnetization, when the induction generator rotor spins, there is a small, induced voltage.
As the rotor spins faster, the voltage rises since

𝑑𝜑
𝑑𝑡

changes more. Eventually, the

voltage in the capacitors rise enough to provide the necessary reactive power to the
induction machine. Once this occurs, the terminal voltage of the induction generator
increases dramatically. This typically occurred between 50-57Hz. The frequency at which
the voltage jumps dramatically is not consistent since the system is non-linear. There are
two factors that affect it, one being that the torque output from the prime mover is not
smooth since the VFD produces a lot of harmonics and the second being that the system
is an RLC circuit where the resonant point changes since XL and XC are a function of
frequency. Figure 4.3 shows an example of the voltage jump at the terminals of the
induction generator which occurred at 55 Hz.
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Figure 4.3: Self-Excited Induction Generator Terminal Voltage

Table 4.1: Self-Excited Induction Generator Data

Frequency [Hz]

Voltage [V]

57

182

58

189

59

196

60

203

61

210

62

217

63

224
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Self-Excited, Ind Gen Voltage vs Frequency
230
220

Voltage [V]

210
200
190
180
170
160
150
56

57
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60
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63

64

Frequency [Hz]

Figure 4.4: Self-Excited, Induction Generator Voltage vs Frequency Graph

After the voltage jumps, the change in voltage is linear as frequency changes. Note that
this is the open-circuit voltage of the induction generator. From the data collected, shown
in Table 4.1 and Figure 4.4, it can be concluded that the induction generator is able to
sustain its voltage by itself with the excitation capacitors.
4.3 Grid-Connected Results and Findings
Since the induction generator is capable of being self-sustained with the excitation
capacitors, connecting it to the grid would allow it to back feed power. To grid connect
the induction generator, the manual switch needs to be closed. Before the switch can fully
close, the voltage magnitude, phase angle, phase sequence, and frequency of the
induction generator need to be matched to that of the grid. Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6
show the synchronization process. Note that the yellow waveform (V1) is the output
induction generator voltage, and the green waveform (V2) is the grid voltage.
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Figure 4.5: Grid and Induction Generator Not Synchronized, Phase Unaligned

Figure 4.6: Grid and Induction Generator Synchronized
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When the phase angle is not aligned, the switch cannot be closed. Once the phase
angle catches up and is aligned, the switch can be closed. After the induction generator is
synchronized with the grid, the generator voltage and frequency are locked to the grid
since the grid is much bigger and stronger than the generator. Note that both the prime
mover and induction generator have a synchronous speed of 1800 rpm since both are 4
pole machines that run at 60Hz. In the experiment, the VFD frequency was varied from
57.5 Hz to 63 Hz.

Table 4.2: Grid Connected Induction Generator Data

Input Prime Mover Ch1
VFD
Freq
[Hz]
57.5
58
59
60
60.25
60.5
60.75
61
61.25
61.5
61.75
62
62.25
62.5
62.75
63

Output Ind Generator Ch3

I [A]

3-P
[W]

3-Q
[VAR]

PF

I [A]

3-P
[W]

3-Q
[VAR]

PF

Efficiency

3.15
2.83
2.41
2.11
2.081
2.042
1.995
2.03
2.023
2.021
2.042
2.08
2.089
2.136
2.167
2.254

-56
-30.6
21.9
111
131.1
163.5
191.4
234.9
269.7
287.1
338.4
368.1
388.8
422.4
451.5
496.2

1419
1239
1049.7
897
900.6
871.8
798
843
797.1
769.2
765.6
780
754.8
789.9
783.3
1049.6

-0.03
-0.024
0.02
0.13
0.144
0.184
0.233
0.28
0.321
0.35
0.404
0.41
0.458
0.472
0.499
0.537

1.13
0.975
0.71
0.471
0.449
0.428
0.415
0.42
0.497
0.539
0.611
0.585
0.673
0.679
0.72
0.824

360
300
183.3
98.9
45
19.2
-12.9
-43.5
-69.9
-85.8
-116.4
-136.5
-160.5
-172.8
-192.3
-222.6

189
176.4
182.1
153.6
155.4
152.4
147.9
146.1
164.4
57.9
185.4
160.2
183.3
172.2
176.1
195

0.88
0.85
0.71
0.39
0.278
0.124
-0.08
-0.287
-0.392
-0.443
-0.531
-0.654
-0.658
-0.708
-0.737
-0.75

0
0
0
0
0
0
6.740
18.519
25.918
29.885
34.397
37.082
41.281
40.909
42.591
44.861
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Grid Connected, Ind Gen Power vs Frequency
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Figure 4.7: Grid Connected, Induction Generator Power vs VFD Frequency Graph

Since the speed is locked to 1800 rpm, changing the VFD frequency changes the amount
of torque the induction generator experiences which changes the amount of power the
generator can output. This can be shown in the following equation.
Power = Torque × Speed

(1)

Table 4.2 outlines the data collected from the experiment. From Figure 4.7, more
power is generated and fed back into the grid as the VFD frequency increases. Note that a
negative value means the generator is supplying power and a positive value means it is
absorbing power. When the VFD frequency is 60.75Hz, the induction generator is
supplying power to the grid. Normally, the generator will produce power once the
frequency is greater than 60Hz however, the generator has internal losses and needs to
overcome the slip difference, so it requires the frequency to be 60.75Hz. When the
frequency was less than 60.75Hz, the induction generator was a motor since it consumed
active power. Because the VFD electronics has reverse power flow protection, the lowest
frequency the VFD could run without the internal protection tripping was 57.5Hz.
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CHAPTER 5
INDUCTION GENERATOR INTEGRATION
In Chapter 4, the concept of the induction generator and was investigated and
proved that power can be delivered back to the grid. This chapter discusses how the
induction generator system presented in Chapter 4 was added to the microgrid. To
connect the induction generator to the microgrid, a circuit breaker (CB-Wind) and SEL
protection relay are needed to automatically protect and synchronize the two systems.
Figure 5.1 shows the updated one-line diagram of the entire microgrid system with the
newly added wind energy system. Figure 5.2 shows a level 1 diagram of wind energy
system with the SEL relay and circuit breaker connected while Figure 5.3 shows the
physical setup in room 20-102.

Figure 5.1: ETAP One-line Diagram with Wind Energy System [17]
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Figure 5.2: Wind Energy System Diagram

VFD

Synch Bus

CB-Wind

SEL-300G

Prime Mover
Ind Gen
Cap Bank

Switch

Figure 5.3: Induction Generator Integration to the Cal Poly Microgrid
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5.1 Protection Scheme Using the SEL-300G Relay
The protection scheme used contains overvoltage, over/under frequency,
overcurrent, reverse power flow, and synchronism elements using the SEL-300G relay,
donated by Schweitzer Engineering Laboratories. The front and back panel of the SEL300G relay are shown in Figure 5.4. The SEL-300G relay monitors the induction
generator voltage and current and controls the circuit breaker to open and/or close
depending on the microgrid conditions. Table 5.1 and Figure 5.2 show how the SEL300G is connected.

Figure 5.4: SEL-300G Front and Back Drawing [14]

Since the microgrid can be grid connected or islanded, two different group
settings were made. Group 1 settings are used when the system is islanded, and Group 2
settings are used when the grid is connected. The main difference between the two group
settings is that the reverse power flow is more sensitive when the microgrid is islanded.
This is to ensure the induction generator does not consume too much power since the
microgrid is not as stable when islanded.
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Table 5.1: SEL-300G Terminal Connections Table
Designation Terminal Block
Z01
Ia
Z02

Connection
Ind. Gen Phase A

Purpose

Circuit Breaker A
(Ind. Gen Side)

Measures Phase A current

Z03

Ind. Gen Phase B

Z04

Circuit Breaker B
(Ind. Gen Side)

Z05

Ind. Gen Phase C

Z06

Circuit Breaker C
(Ind. Gen Side)

Measures Phase C current

Va
Vb
Vc
N

Z09
Z10
Z11
Z12

Ind. Gen Phase A
Ind. Gen Phase B
Ind. Gen Phase C
Ground

Measures Phase A Voltage
Measures Phase B Voltage
Measures Phase C Voltage
Ground Neutral

VS

Z15

Circuit Breaker A
(Grid Side)

Measures Grid Phase A Voltage

NS

Z16

Ground

Ground Neutral

A01

Circuit Breaker Close
(1st Terminal)

A02

Circuit Breaker Close
(2nd Terminal)

A03

Circuit Breaker Trip
(1st Terminal)

A04

Circuit Breaker Trip
(2nd Terminal)

A05
A06

Rigol 24V DC Supply
VFD Terminal Block

Ib

Ic

OUT101

OUT102

OUT103

Measures Phase B current

Close control wire on the circuit
breaker

Trip control wire on the circuit
breaker

VFD control wire

Table 5.2 shows the conditions that would cause the circuit breaker to trip. The
relay uses logic 1’s and 0’s called word bits to represent a setting or control element. For
example, in Figure 5.6, the word bit 81D2T was asserted. The word bit 81D2T refers to
the level 2 frequency time-delay setting. When that word bit was asserted to a logic 1, the
relay also produced a TRIP word bit and opened the breaker since the 81D2T word bit
was added to the relay’s trip logic. The SEL-300G manual can be found in Source [14].
Refer to Appendix B for the full SEL-300G settings and trip logic.
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Table 5.2: SEL-300G Protection Settings

Element 32 - Reverse Power
Group 1 (Islanded)
Group 2 (Grid)
Level 1 Threshold
-0.1 p.u. (-20.8W)
-0.25 p.u. (-52W)
32P1P
Level 1 Time Delay
0.25s
0.25s
32P1D
Level 2 Threshold
-0.2 p.u. (-40.2W) -0.35 p.u. (-72.8W)
32P2P
Level 2 Time Delay
0.25s
0.25s
32P2D
Element 50 - Over Current
Group 1
Group 2
Level 1 Pickup
3A
3A
50P1P
Level 1 Time Delay
0.5s
0.5s
50P1D
Level 2 Pickup
5A
5A
50P2P
Level 2 Time Delay
0.25s
0.25s
50P2D
Element 59 - Over Voltage
Group 1
Group 2
Level 1 Pickup
230V
230V
59PP1
(Phase-Phase)
(Phase-Phase)
Element 81 - Frequency Protection
Group 1
Group 2
Level 1 Pickup
59.58Hz
59.58Hz
81D1P
Level 1 Time Delay
1s
1s
81D1D
Level 2 Pickup
60.43Hz
60.43Hz
81D2P
Level 2 Time Delay
1s
1s
81D2D
The circuit breaker used was designed by a previous Cal Poly student as shown in
Source [11]. The relay controls the circuit breaker through output contacts OUT101 and
OUT102. For this thesis, another circuit breaker had to be constructed since all other
circuit breakers were being used. With the help and sponsorship of Eaton Corporation,
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three motor contactors (DILEM-10-G) and three auxiliary contactors (22DILE) were
donated. These motor contactors are electromagnetic switches that open and close the
125VDC circuit as shown in Figure 5.5.

Figure 5.5: Circuit Breaker Diagram [11]

An SEL relay can control the circuit breaker through two terminals labeled Close and
Trip. The induction generator is isolated from the microgrid when it starts up since
OUT101 is open. Note that the relay uses VS and NS to look at the grid side voltage and
compares the phase shift, voltage magnitude, frequency, and phase sequence to the
induction generator voltage. Once favorable and settable conditions are met, the relay
closes OUT101, energizing the contactor in the circuit breaker which closes the circuit.
The red LED will also be energized, providing a visual indication.
A switch is added between the induction generator terminals and SEL-300G so
the user can isolate the generator terminals manually. If the circuit breaker were opened
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manually from the circuit breaker when conditions are normal, the synchronism feature
would still be enabled and thus would resynchronize after a few seconds. Therefore, a
switch is added so the user can isolate the induction generator terminals first before
manually opening the circuit breaker (CB-Wind).
Under normal conditions, output contact OUT102 is closed. When element 32
(Reverse Power Protection), element 50 (Overcurrent), element 59 (Overvoltage), or
element 81 (Frequency) are tripped, the relay opens OUT102, de-energizing the contactor
in the circuit breaker which isolates the induction generator from the microgrid. Figures
5.6, 5.7, 5.8, and 5.9 show the SEL synchrowave waveform for each protection feature.

Figure 5.6: Over Frequency Protection, 81D2T [15]
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Figure 5.7: Under Frequency Protection, 81D1T [15]

Figure 5.8: Reverse Power Protection, 32P1T [15]
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Figure 5.9: Over Voltage Protection, 59PP1 [15]

The over-frequency, under-frequency and reverse power protection settings have
a small, time delay to prevent nuisance tripping while the over-voltage setting does not
have an option to add a time delay. The instantaneous over-current tripping was not
tested since the machine would need to experience a current above 3A which can damage
the machine if repeated multiple times.
As an added protection feature, the VFD only operates if the VFD block terminal
5 receives 24VDC. Note that the 24VDC comes from a Rigol DP832 DC power supply.
Figure 5.10 shows the connection of the 24VDC source to terminal 5. Under normal
operating conditions, OUT103 contacts are closed, providing 24VDC to the VFD. If a
TRIP signal is sent to the breaker, the relay opens OUT103, breaking the circuit. This
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means terminal 5 does not receive 24VDC thus, the VFD will ramp down the prime
mover to a stop. Refer to Appendix A for VFD settings.

Frequency
Control

Stop/OFF

Run/ON

Ground

+24VDC

Figure 5.10: VFD Terminal Block

5.2 RTAC and Annunciation Panel Integration
A previous Cal Poly master’s student developed the annunciation panel as shown
in Source [3]. For this thesis, code was written and added such that the SEL-300G relay
can communicate with the real-time automation controller (RTAC) and an alarm column
and induction generator measurements were added to the annunciation panel. Figure 5.11
show the updated microgrid annunciator panel and Table 5.3 show the different alarm
conditions.
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Figure 5.11: Updated Microgrid Annunciator Panel [19]
Table 5.3: Annunciator Alarm State [19]

Condition

Normal State

< 59.83Hz

< 114VLN

< 30W

< 0W

OUT101 = FALSE
(CB-Wind is open)
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Alarm State

The SEL-300G uses Serial Port 3 to communicate and send real-time data to the
RTAC to control and display information through the annunciator panel. Using the
AcSELerator RTAC program, the user can code and view the data received from all SEL
relays connected to the RTAC. For example, in Figure 5.12, the tag name
SEL_300G_1_SEL.FM_INST_FREQ is enabled. This means that the instantaneous
frequency data will be sent to the RTAC. Note that both analog and digital tags can be
enabled. Table 5.4 contains the complete list of tags that are enabled for the SEL-300G
relay.

Figure 5.12: SEL-300G Tag Name Example [18]
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Table 5.4: SEL-300G Enabled Tag Names

Tag Name

Tag Type Device Label Device Bit Label

SEL_300G_1_SEL.FM_INST_VC

CMV

VC

-

SEL_300G_1_SEL.FM_INST_VB

CMV

VB

-

SEL_300G_1_SEL.FM_INST_VAB

CMV

VAB

-

SEL_300G_1_SEL.FM_INST_VA

CMV

VA

-

SEL_300G_1_SEL.FM_INST_V2

CMV

V2

-

SEL_300G_1_SEL.FM_INST_V1

CMV

V1

-

SEL_300G_1_SEL.FM_INST_Q_VARS

MV

Q_VARS

-

SEL_300G_1_SEL.FM_INST_QB_VARS

MV

QB_VARS

-

SEL_300G_1_SEL.FM_INST_QA_VARS

MV

QA_VARS

-

SEL_300G_1_SEL.FM_INST_P_WATTS

MV

P_WATTS

-

SEL_300G_1_SEL.FM_INST_PC_WATTS

MV

PC_WATTS

-

SEL_300G_1_SEL.FM_INST_PB_WATTS

MV

PB_WATTS

-

SEL_300G_1_SEL.FM_INST_PA_WATTS

MV

PA_WATTS

-

SEL_300G_1_SEL.FM_INST_ICA

CMV

ICA

-

SEL_300G_1_SEL.FM_INST_IC

CMV

IC

-

SEL_300G_1_SEL.FM_INST_IB

CMV

IB

-

SEL_300G_1_SEL.FM_INST_IAB

CMV

IAB

-

SEL_300G_1_SEL.FM_INST_IA

CMV

IA

-

SEL_300G_1_SEL.FM_INST_I2

CMV

I2

-

SEL_300G_1_SEL.FM_INST_I1

CMV

I1

-

SEL_300G_1_SEL.FM_INST_FREQ

MV

FREQ

-

SEL_300G_1_SEL.FM_INST_TRIP1

SPS

BINARIES

TRIP1

SEL_300G_1_SEL.FM_INST_TRIP

SPS

BINARIES

TRIP

SEL_300G_1_SEL.FM_INST_OUT101

SPS

BINARIES

OUT101

SEL_300G_1_SEL.FM_INST_CLOSE

SPS

BINARIES

CLOSE

SEL_300G_1_SEL.FM_INST_81D2

SPS

BINARIES

81D2

SEL_300G_1_SEL.FM_INST_81D1

SPS

BINARIES

81D1

SEL_300G_1_SEL.FM_INST_32P2T

SPS

BINARIES

32P2T

SEL_300G_1_SEL.FM_INST_32P2

SPS

BINARIES

32P2

SEL_300G_1_SEL.FM_INST_32P1T

SPS

BINARIES

32P1T

SEL_300G_1_SEL.FM_INST_32P1

SPS

BINARIES

32P1
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Each alarm is mapped to a virtual tag associated with the SEL-300G relay tag
names. Since the alarm state is binary, virtual tags need to be coded to the specific
conditions in which the alarm state changes. Figure 5.13 shows the virtual tags used.
Note that the tags ending in numbers 201 to 205 are used for the wind generator alarm
states as shown in Table 5.5. After the RTAC virtual tags are created, they can be used in
the microgrid logic code and annunciation panel code. Refer to Appendix C for the added
RTAC code.

Figure 5.13: RTAC Virtual Tags [18]

Table 5.5: Associated Alarm with Tag Name

Virtual Tag Name

Associated Alarm

SCADA_MAP_DNP.BI_00201

Wind Gen Frequency

SCADA_MAP_DNP.BI_00202

Wind Gen Voltage

SCADA_MAP_DNP.BI_00203

Wind Gen Power Flow

SCADA_MAP_DNP.BI_00204

Wind Gen Synchronization

SCADA_MAP_DNP.BI_00205 Wind Gen Motor/Generator State
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Using the AcSELerator Diagram Builder (SEL-5035) program, the layout and specific
alarm conditions can be adjusted. The settings for each wind generator alarm are similar
to the other alarm settings set forth by Source [3]. Note that under Tag Name, the virtual
tag can be added which links the alarm to the specific condition. Figure 5.14 shows an
example of the settings for each alarm and how the tag name is mapped to an alarm.

Figure 5.14: Annunciator Panel Alarm Settings [19]
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CHAPTER 6
INDUCTION GENERATOR RESULTS AND FINDINGS
6.1 Unbalanced System
After testing the system and looking at the synchrowave files presented in Chapter
5.1, it was observed that the output voltage coming from CB-Wind was unbalanced. To
investigate the cause of this, the wind energy system was isolated and looked at
separately. Figure 6.1 shows the unbalanced three-phase voltages.

Figure 6.1: Induction Generator Output Voltage – Unbalanced, SEL-300G Connected

Using the SEL-300G HMI feature, the phasor diagram can be viewed. From Figure 6.2, it
can be seen that the unbalanced system contains zero-sequence voltage (3V0), the
voltages are not 120V and the phase angles are not 120 degrees apart. Note that VA, VB,
and VC voltages are the phase to neutral voltages.
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Figure 6.2: SEL-300G HMI Phasor Diagram, Unbalanced [14]

The initial rationalization for the cause was thought to be from the prime move
since that was connected to the VFD. The output of the VFD is not a perfect sine wave,
so it was thought that the prime mover rotation was not smooth and thus contributed to an
uneven three-phase system. Figure 6.3 shows the output voltage from the VFD going into
the prime mover. Note that even though the voltages coming from the VFD are noisy and
not a perfect sine wave, the voltages are balanced.
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Figure 6.3: VFD Output Voltage Waveform

To test this theory, the VFD and induction motor (prime mover) were exchanged with a
DC machine. Unfortunately, the zero-sequence voltage was still present, and the system
remained unbalanced as before.
After further investigation, it was found that the neutral of the excitation
capacitors needed to be grounded. Without the neutral being grounded, there was a
voltage difference of about 3V between the ground and neutral of the capacitors. This
means that the neutral of the capacitors was not exactly balanced (0V) and thus caused
the unbalanced voltages. Note that the neutral of the induction generator cannot be
accessed or measured. Figure 6.4 shows the corrected phasor diagram.
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Figure 6.4: SEL-300G HMI Phasor Diagram, Balanced [14]

6.2 Full Microgrid Test
After setting up and integrating the wind energy system with the microgrid, it was
fully tested by turning on all generators and loads in both grid-connected and islanded
mode. The annunciation panel alarms can be seen for both grid-connected and islanded
on Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6 respectively. The original operation procedure was written
by a previous Cal Poly master’s student as shown in Source [3]. Refer to Appendix E for
the updated microgrid procedure document. As expected, the induction generator was
able to synchronize with the grid after it ramped up to nominal speed. It was found that
the best VFD frequency to synchronize the induction generator with the grid was 61Hz.
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At 61Hz, the induction generator frequency is a bit faster than the grid frequency which
allows for the phase shifts to align eventually. 61Hz was also ideal because after it
synchronizes, the induction generator immediately supplies around 30W which prevents
the induction generator from consuming active power at synchronization. Note that
positive power and VAR values mean the induction generator is supplying and negative
values mean it is consuming. After voltage and output power from all generators are at
favorable and nominal conditions, CB-U (utility breaker) can be opened, allowing the
microgrid to be islanded.

Figure 6.5: Annunciation Panel with Wind Energy System Grid-Connected [19]
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Figure 6.6: Initial Annunciation Panel with Wind Energy System Islanded [19]

Immediately after being islanded, the synch bus voltage drops significantly from
120VLN to 112VLN. Since the grid was disconnected, the reactive power going to the
pump motor and the line inductors needs to come from the generators. After increasing
the field current on the synchronous generators, the system was brought back to nominal
voltages. Note that as the field current increase, both voltage and reactive power increase.
Since there is excess reactive power, the induction generator consumes it. This is shown
in Figure 6.7 where the induction generator absorbs 75.5 VAR. From this initial test, it
can be concluded that the wind energy system was successfully added to the Cal Poly
microgrid.
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Figure 6.7: Stable Annunciation Panel with Wind Energy System Islanded [19]
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6.3 Dynamic Loading Testing
Since the microgrid was proven to run successfully with the wind energy system,
the microgrid should be able to handle more load as well since there is another generation
source. To test this, a dynamometer (Hampden DYN-100A-DM) was added to the pump
motor so that a torque could be applied. Figure 6.8 shows the dynamometer added to the
pump motor.

Pump Motor
(Ind. Gen)

Torque
Gauge

Dynamometer
Figure 6.8: Dynamometer Coupled with Pump Motor Setup

After the dynamometer was mechanically coupled, it was found that the SEL-311L relays
on bench 5 and 6 continued to trip when trying to turn on the pump motor, even with the
dynamometer freewheeling (no torque applied). This was strange since the pump motor
was able to turn on normally without the dynamometer connected. It was concluded that
even though the dynamometer was turned off and applied no torque to the pump motor,
the motor had more inrush current since it would need to turn two machines. Table 6.1
shows the inrush current with and without the dynamometer connected.
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Table 6.1: Pump Motor Inrush Current

Condition

Measured Inrush Current

Pump Motor, Freewheel

2.9A

Pump Motor, Dynamometer Connected

3.4A

Figure 6.9: SEL-311L Synchrowave Trip Waveform [15]

From the SEL-311L synchrowave file shown in Figure 6.9, the M2P word bit was
triggered causing the relay to trip. From the SEL-311L manual, the M2P relay is related
to the Zone 2 phase distance. After adjusting the trip function, the microgrid was tested
again and the relay did not trip anymore. However, the SEL-710 (motor protection) relay
that is protecting the pump motor tripped due to the thermal overload protection (Element
49). This trip typically occurs due to a high current that can cause thermal damage such
as locked rotor current. Figure 6.10 show the thermal element 49A being tripped. The
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locked rotor time delay (LRTHOT1) was adjusted to 3 seconds so that the pump motor
inrush current would not trip the breaker immediately.

Figure 6.10: SEL-710 Synchrowave Trip Waveform [15]

When the pump motor rotates, it rotates the dynamometer’s rotor which generates a DC
voltage across the armature. To add torque to the pump motor, a variable resistor was
connected across the armature. As the variable resistance decreases, the current increases
across the armature which the pump motor feels as a torque load. Figure 6.11 shows how
the resistor is connected to the dynamometer.
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Figure 6.11: Dynamometer Connection Diagram

When the pump motor feels more torque, the rotor speed decreases and the
amount of active power it consumes increases. When the microgrid is grid-connected, the
grid is able to compensate for the extra active power being absorbed, meaning voltage
and frequency are stable. However, when the microgrid is islanded, the voltage and
frequency drop since the generators are not strong enough the maintain the voltage and
frequency. This is shown in Figure 6.12 and Figure 6.13. Since the dynamometer motor is
rated at 125VDC, the maximum torque that could be applied to the pump motor before
the armature voltage was greater than 125V was only 0.5 N∙M (4.425 lb∙in). To add more
torque, the Magtrol 4618 dynamometer was used instead. The loading test was done by
adding 0 to 5 lb∙in of torque gradually. Tables 6.2 and Table 6.3 show the data collected
for both the grid connected case and the islanded case.
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Table 6.2: Dynamic Load Testing, Grid Connected Data

Grid Connected with Wind Energy
System
Frequency
[Hz]

System
Voltage
[V]

Pump Power
Consumed
[W]

60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60

119.8
119.6
119.4
119.2
119
119
118.9
118.7
118.7
118.5
118.4

72.7
82.3
93.8
102.1
114.7
123.8
135.1
146.4
157.7
167.3
178.8

Pump
Reactive
Power
[VAR]
36.5
35.4
32.6
29.9
26.6
24.8
22.6
20
17.3
16.8
13.8

Pump
Speed
[rpm]

Torque
Applied
[lb∙in]

1794
1793
1791
1788
1785
1783
1780
1778
1775
1773
1770

0.12
0.5
1
1.5
2
2.5
3
3.5
4
4.5
5

Table 6.3: Dynamic Load Testing, Islanded Data

Islanded with Wind Energy
System
Frequency
[Hz]

System
Voltage
[V]

Pump Power
Consumed
[W]

60.1
60.1
60
60
59.9
59.9
59.9
59.8
59.8
59.8
58.8
58.8
59.8
59.7

119.8
119.6
118.9
118.7
118
117.5
117.1
116.5
116.3
116.1
115.9
115.4
115.1
114.7

59.8
69.9
77.6
88.1
97.1
108.4
117.4
129.5
133.7
139.3
144.2
152
155.5
161
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Pump
Reactive
Power
[VAR]
13.5
12.7
8.5
6.1
4.8
2
0.3
-0.4
-0.8
-3.1
-2.1
-3.9
-3.6
-3

Pump
Speed
[rpm]

Torque
Applied
[lb∙in]

1797
1794
1789
1786
1782
1777
1773
1769
1766
1763
1762
1759
1757
1753

0.13
0.5
1
1.5
2
2.5
3
3.5
3.75
4
4.25
4.5
4.75
5

Frequency vs Applied Torque
Grid Connected, Freq

Islanded, Freq

60.15
60.1

Frequency [Hz]

60.05
60
59.95
59.9

59.85
59.8
59.75
59.7
59.65
0

1

2

3

4

5

Torque Applied [lb∙in]

Figure 6.12: Frequency vs Applied Torque, Grid Connected and Islanded

Voltage vs Applied Torque
Grid Connected, Voltage

Islanded, Voltage

121
120

Voltage [V]

119
118
117
116
115
114
0

1

2

3

4

Torque Applied [lb∙in]

Figure 6.13: Voltage vs Applied Torque, Grid Connected and Islanded
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5

6.4 Dynamic Disturbance Test
Since the induction generator contains a rotating mass, it has inertia. This means
that the system should be more resilient to sudden changes in power and should be able to
keep voltage stable for a short transient period. To test this, a disturbance was introduced
when the microgrid was islanded. After the microgrid was islanded and in steady-state
conditions, circuit breaker CB-M (pump motor) was turned on and off for about one
second. Note that there was no torque applied to the pump motor for the initial test. There
were two initial test cases:
•

Test 1: Islanded without Wind Energy System Connected, 1 second

•

Test 2: Islanded with Wind Energy System Connected, 1 second

Generator
Frequency Trip

Figure 6.14: Test 1 Disturbance Test
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No Generator
Frequency Trip

Figure 6.15: Test 2 Disturbance Test

From Figure 6.14, after the disturbance was created, the system frequency jumped
up. This caused CB-Shed to open, which shed part of the static load allowing the pump
motor to ramp up speed. However, as the speed ramped up, the frequency was not stable
and caused the generator breakers to trip even after the load shedding scheme took effect.
In Test 2 (Figure 6.15), the generator breakers did not trip since voltage and frequency
were more stable with the induction generator and thus the pump motor was able to ramp
back up to rated speed. For this test case, the load shedding scheme did not trip, meaning
frequency did not dip below 59.7Hz. To further investigate how resilient the system is
with the addition of the induction generator, a torque load was added to the pump motor
when the disturbance occurs. The following test cases were observed:
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•

Test 3: Wind Energy System Connected, 0.5 lb•in added, 1 second

•

Test 4: Wind Energy System Connected 1.0 lb•in added, 1 second

•

Test 5: Wind Energy System Connected 2.0 lb•in added, 1 second

•

Test 6: Wind Energy System Connected 2.0 lb•in added, 2 second

Fast
Recovery

Figure 6.16: Test 3 Disturbance Test
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Slower
Recovery

Figure 6.17: Test 4 Disturbance Test

Slowest
Recovery

Figure 6.18: Test 5 Disturbance Test
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Generator
Frequency Trip

2s
Disturbance

Figure 6.19: Test 6 Disturbance Test

It was found that a 2-second disturbance with the pump motor loaded to 2 lb•in, caused
the generator frequency protection to trip and opened the generator breakers. Note that
for all the tests involving torque added to the pump motor, the load shedding scheme took
effect, but the system was still able to recover and bring the pump motor back to rated
speed. Table 6.4 provides a summary of the various disturbance tests.
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Table 6.4: Summary of Disturbance Test
Associated
Test
Figure

Induction
Disturbance Torque Generator
Load
Generator
Duration
Added Frequency
Shedding
Connected
[seconds]
[lb∙in]
Trip

1

Figure
6.14

No

Yes

≈1

0

Yes

2

Figure
6.15

Yes

No

≈1

0

No

3

Figure
6.16

Yes

No

≈1

0.5

No

4

Figure
6.17

Yes

No

≈1

1

No

5

Figure
6.18

Yes

No

≈1

2

No

6

Figure
6.19

Yes

No

≈2

2

Yes

Notes
The system was
not able to
handle any
disturbances
The system was
able to recover
immediately
after the
disturbance
ended
The system was
able to recover
quickly
The system had
a slower
recovery
compared to test
3
The system had
a slow recovery
time, but the
frequency was
still within
operating range
The disturbance
duration was too
long causing a
frequency trip

From Figures 6.16, 6.17 ,6.18 and 6.19, it is shown that adding the induction generator
provides the system with a more resilient transient response as it can handle small
disturbances due to the rotating masses inertia.
Since the induction generator proved that the system was more stable to transient
responses, the next test, tested whether or not the pump motor could be turned on when
the microgrid was islanded. The pump motor was turned on during islanded mode
without the induction generator and then with the induction generator to compare each
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test case. It was found that without the induction generator, the islanded microgrid was
not able to turn on the pump motor since the generator frequency protection tripped.

Figure 6.20: Turning on the Pump Motor, Islanded, No Induction Generator
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Figure 6.21: Turning on the Pump Motor, Islanded, with Induction Generator

Figure 6.20 and Figure 6.21 show the three-phase terminal voltage of the pump motor. In
Figure 6.20, the pump motor is running after it is turned on, however once the generator
frequency protection trips, the pump motor receives no voltage and turns off. In Figure
6.21, the generator frequency protection does not trip and thus the pump motor is able to
run normally. This highlights the fact that adding the induction generator makes the
system frequency and voltage more stable when the microgrid is islanded.
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6.5 Emergency Safety Shut Down Test
The emergency safety shut down (ESS) was developed by a previous Cal Poly
master’s student as shown in source [3]. The wind energy system was added to the
emergency safety shut down process through the RTAC microgrid logic code. Refer to
Appendix C for additional details. If any of the emergency shut down switches are turned
on, CB-Wind will trip open, isolating the induction generator and the relay will assert a
TRIP word bit. Additionally, the VFD will ramp down to a stop. Note that if the SEL300G has the TRIP word bit asserted, the VFD will not turn on when the RUN button is
pressed. The SEL-300G trip must be reset before the VFD can RUN. Figure 6.22 and
Figure 6.23 show the successful emergency safety shut down test before and after the
ESS switch was turned on. Note that the Wind Gen Synch alarm changes to Wind Gen
Isolated and that the voltage, active power, and reactive power are reduced to zero.

Figure 6.22: Wind Generation Alarm Status Before ESS Test
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Figure 6.23: Wind Generation Alarm Status After ESS Test
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CHAPTER 7
WIND TURBINE SIMULINK MODEL
The physical wind energy system that was integrated cannot account for wind
fluctuations or wind gusts since the VFD cannot automatically vary the speed rapidly to
simulate wind speed variations. This means that the physical system assumes there is a
fixed wind speed at any given time. Therefore, to investigate wind fluctuations, a
Simulink model was created as shown in Figure 7.4. The model consists of the Wind
Turbine Induction Generator block, capacitor bank block, voltage source block, a squirrel
cage motor load, and measuring blocks. Inside the wind turbine block, there is an
asynchronous generator, a block that converts wind speed to torque, and a pitch control
system. Note that the whole Wind Turbine Induction Generator block is part of
Simulink’s library, and more information can be found in [12]. The Simulink model in
this thesis only models the wind energy system and the pump motor load. It does not
model the entire Cal Poly microgrid system.
To accurately model the induction generator and pump motor, the reactances and
resistances of both machines were calculated using values obtained after performing a noload and locked rotor test. Table 7.1 shows the locked rotor and no-load data for both
machines. Refer to Appendix D for detailed calculated parameters (Rrotor, Rstator, Lrotor,
Lstator, Lm) [13]. The Wind Turbine was set to a rated wind speed of 8m/s and rated output
power was set to 250W.
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Table 7.1: Locked Rotor and No-Load Tests Data

Induction Generator Machine
Active Reactive Apparent
Voltage Current
Power
Power
Power
[V]
[A]
[W]
[VAR]
[VA]
Locked rotor
Test
No-Load Test

Speed
[rpm]

50.02

2.214

111.7

156.7

198.8

0.583

0

204.4

2.02

118

718

723

0.166

1798

PF

Speed
[rpm]

Pump Motor Machine
Active Reactive Apparent
Voltage Current
Power
Power
Power
[V]
[A]
[W]
[VAR]
[VA]
Locked rotor
Test
No-Load Test

PF

39.9

1.682

78.4

85.6

116.1

0.667

0

205.3

1.65

100

584

586

0.171

1795

Figure 7.1: Wind Turbine, Generator Parameters [20]
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Figure 7.2: Wind Turbine, Turbine Parameters [20]

Figure 7.3: Pump Motor Load Parameters [20]
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Figures 7.1 and 7.2 show the parameters added to the Wind Turbine block in Simulink
and Figure 7.3 show the parameters added to the induction motor block (pump motor).
The measured line impedance resistance from the utility grid to the pump motor was
13Ω, the line impedance inductance was 45mH, the capacitors connected to the pump
motor were set to 25µF, and the capacitor bank connected to the wind turbine was set to
provide 860VAR.

The following cases were simulated and investigated:
•

Case 1: Constant Wind of 8m/s, Grid-Connected (Base Case)

•

Case 2: Constant Wind of 8m/s, Islanded

•

Case 3: Variable Wind, Islanded
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7.1 Case 1: Constant Wind of 8m/s, Grid-Connected

Figure 7.4: Case 1 Wind Turbine Model [20]

Figure 7.4 shows the Simulink wind turbine system for Case 1. In Case 1, the
wind turbine and pump load are grid-connected the entire time. This is considered the
base case since the wind turbine has the support of the grid and this case establishes the
basic behavior of the system. The simulation ran for 15 seconds, and the wind turbine,
load, and grid active power and reactive power were recorded. Note that when wind
turbine power is negative it is supplying and when its positive its absorbing. When the
grid power is positive it is supplying and when its negative it is absorbing. When the
pump motor power is positive it is absorbing and when its negative it is supplying.
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Figure 7.5: Wind Power – Base Case [20]

Figure 7.6: Grid Power – Base Case [20]
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Figure 7.7: Load Power – Base Case [20]

Figure 7.8: Pump Motor Speed – Base Case [20]
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Table 7.2: Base Case – Power and Reactive Power Summary

Wind Turbine

Load

Grid

Active Power
[W]

-216.4 (supplying)

65.1 (consuming)

-151.4 (consuming)

Reactive Power
[VAR]

-424.5 (supplying)

-84.6 (supplying)

-509.1 (consuming)

Figures 7.5, 7.6, and 7.7 show the wind power, grid power, and load power
respectively while Figure 7.8 show the pump motor speed. At the beginning of the
simulation, there are some transient responses as the pump motor and wind turbine
absorb a large amount of active and reactive power. After about one second, the pump
motor is running at no-load speed of 1789 rpm. Since the wind speed was set to a rated
speed of 8m/s, the wind turbine provided rated output power. The output power is lower
than 250W since there are internal wind turbine losses. The wind turbine was also able to
supply 424.5VAR because the capacitor bank is large enough to not only support the
wind turbine’s reactive power needs but can supply the system as well. The excess active
and reactive power flows into the grid as indicated by Table 7.2.
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7.2 Case 2: Constant Wind of 8m/s, Grid-Connected
The following case modeled the islanded case where the wind speed was kept at
rated conditions (8m/s). In this case, a circuit breaker (Grid Breaker) was added in series
to the grid supply and opens at time 5 seconds. All other parameters remain the same.
Figure 7.9 shows the model for Case 2 with the added circuit breaker.

Figure 7.9: Case 2 Wind Turbine Model [20]
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Figure 7.10: Wind Power – Case 2 [20]

Figure 7.11: Load Power – Case 2 [20]
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Figure 7.12: Wind Turbine Voltage and Current – Case 2 [20]

Figure 7.13: Pump Motor Speed – Case 2 [20]
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At t=5s, the grid circuit breaker opens, and the system becomes islanded. Figures 7.10
and 7.11 shows the wind power and load power respectively. After 3 seconds, the system
settles and the new pump motor speed drops to 1345 rpm as shown in Figure 7.13. The
wind turbine voltage frequency drops significantly since the system does not have
support from the grid. Note that the wind turbine voltage increases after it is islanded
because there is excess reactive power being provided from the excitation capacitors as
shown in Figure 7.12.

Table 7.3: Case 2 – Wind Turbine and Load Summary, Islanded

Wind Turbine

Load

Active Power
[W]

-98.2 (supplying)

98.2 (consuming)

Reactive Power
[VAR]

-369.5 (supplying)

369.5 (consuming)

Voltage [VLN]

211 V

211 V

Frequency [Hz]

45

45 (1345 rpm)
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7.3 Case 3: Variable Wind, Islanded

Figure 7.14: Case 3 Wind Turbine Model [20]

Case 3 is similar to Case 2, only a variable wind model was used instead of using
constant wind speed of 8m/s. The model is shown in Figure 7.14. This case is more
practical and realistic since a wind turbine typically experiences variable wind speeds at
different times. The wind speed data used is imported through MATLAB as 300 data
points from a Microsoft Excel sheet. Figure 7.15 show the variable wind model where the
wind speed varies between 7m/s to 10.5m/s and has an increasing trend from 0 seconds to
15 seconds.
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Figure 7.15: Variable Wind Speed Model [20]

Figure 7.16: Wind Power – Case 3 [20]
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Figure 7.17: Load Power – Case 3 [20]

Figure 7.18: Wind Voltage and Current – Case 3 [20]
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Figure 7.19: Pump Motor Speed – Case 3 [20]

The wind turbine output power, load power, wind turbine voltage and current, and
pump motor speed are similar to that of Case 2 as shown in Figures 7.16, 7.17, 7.18, and
7.19 respectively. Before the grid breaker opens at time 5 seconds, the wind power varies
a lot due to the wind speed. However, once the grid breaker opens, the wind power is
more stable and varies slightly. This is due to the inertia of the induction generator as
observed in Chapter 6.4. When the system is grid-connected, the speed and frequency of
the induction generator are locked and thus the wind turbine feels a change in torque as
the wind speed varies. This translates into a change in power since power is equal to
torque multiplied by speed. Once the system is islanded, the speed of the wind turbine is
not fixed, but can vary from the wind. The wind turbine output power, voltage and
frequency do not vary as much since the rotor has mass and thus a large inertia. This
means that it would take a lot of energy and time to change the speed of the rotating mass
and therefore the output power of the wind turbine does not change as rapidly even
though the wind speed does.
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This can be proven from the following formulas:
Energy of Wind =

1
3
ρAvwind
(time)
2

(2)

Where ρ is the air density constant, A is the area of the wind turbine and v is the velocity
of the wind.
I = mrvobject

(3)

Where I is the inertia, m is the mass, r is the radius and v is the velocity.
Energy of Rotating Object =

1 2
Iω
2

(4)

Where I is the inertia of the object and ω is the angular velocity.
From equation (3), the inertia of a rotating object is related to the mass. From
equation (4) inertia is related to the energy of the rotating object. This means that to
change the angular velocity of a heavy object, a large amount of energy is needed. For a
wind turbine, it means that the amount of energy the wind has needs to change which is a
function of either wind velocity or time as shown in equation (2). Wind speeds that
change quickly or do not increase in speed as much will not change the speed of the
rotating object a significant amount since the inertia is large. This finding is important
because it further proves that the induction generator is more resilient to sudden changes.
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSION
In this thesis, a wind energy system was successfully integrated with the Cal Poly
microgrid. The wind energy system consists of a VFD and induction motor that acts as
the prime mover for the induction generator and excitation capacitors. The output of the
induction generator is connected to a manual switch which then connects to a circuit
breaker controlled by an SEL-300G generator protection relay. After testing the system
separately and proving that the system can provide power back into the utility grid, it was
added to the microgrid. Next was to test how the microgrid was able to handle transient
responses and how much more load the system could handle before load shedding
occurred.
After adjusting the SEL-3LL and SEL-710 settings, the system was able to run the
pump motor with the dynamometer connected to it. In Chapter 6, it was observed that
with the addition of the induction generator, the microgrid was able to handle
disturbances and was able to maintain the frequency within the desired settings. The
microgrid was also able to turn on the pump motor while it was islanded. This was able to
happen because the induction generator has inertia that allows it to maintain voltage and
frequency when a disturbance occurs. This was further proven in Chapter 7 where a
Simulink model was created that showed how in varying wind conditions, the output
power was able to stay relatively constant.
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CHAPTER 9
FUTURE WORK
There are many improvements and additions that can be added to the wind energy
system and to the Cal Poly microgrid in general. The following lists describes the future
work that can be done.
•

Replace the VFD and prime mover with a small-scale wind turbine.

•

Addition of a DC bus with DC loads to make hybrid AC/DC microgrid system.

•

Addition of different types of generators such as DC generators and permanent
magnet generators.

•

Create a feedback control system for the two synchronous generators to control
voltage and frequency automatically.

•

Addition of an energy storage such as a battery, flywheel, or super capacitors.

•

Addition of more static and dynamic loads to create variability

•

Addition of simulating faults and protecting against faults using other protection
device such as reclosers and fuses.

•

Update and replace older SEL relays with new ones that have more advanced
protection features.

•

Clean up and reorganize Bench 5 and Bench 6.
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APPENDICIES
Appendix A. Variable Frequency Drive Settings
VFD Rated Data:
•

Model Number: 22A-B8P0H204

•

Motor Rating: 1.5kW/2.0HP

•

Input: 3 phase AC 180-264V, 48-63Hz

•

Output: 3-phase 0-230V, 0-240Hz, continuous 8A

•

VFD manual can be found in Source [10].

VFD Terminal Block Settings:
•

Digital In 1 Pin – Terminal 5

•

Common Ground – Terminal 4

•

DIP Switch – SCR (source) – Inputs are active if pulled to 24V

VFD Settings:
VFD Parameter

Setting

Description

P034

57 Hz

Minimum Frequency

P035

63 Hz

Maximum Frequency

P036

0
(Keypad)

P037

0
(Ramp, CF)

P038

0
(Drive Pot)

A051

8
(Ramp Stop, CF)

Start Source – Green (RUN) and Red
(STOP) Button
Stop Mode – Ramp stop causes the VFD
frequency to decrease to 0 in 10 seconds
and clears fault if applicable
Speed Reference – sets how the VFD
controls the output frequency. The drive
pot is the potentiometer on the font panel
of the VFD
Digital In1 Select – sets what the digital in
1 (terminal 5) can control.

*All other settings were set to the default values
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Appendix B. SEL-300G Settings
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86

87

88

89
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92
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Appendix C. RTAC Code
C.1 Microgrid Logic Code
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95

C.2 Annunciation Code

96
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Appendix D. Induction Generator and Pump Motor Parameter Calculations
D.1 Induction Generator
Voltage Current
[V]
[A]
Locked
rotor Test
No-Load
Test

Active
Power
[W]

Reactive Apparent
Power
Power
[VAR]
[VA]

PF

Speed
[rpm]

50.02

2.214

111.7

156.7

198.8

0.583

0

204.4

2.02

118

718

723

0.166

1798

Measured Rstator = 10.2Ω (across 2 windings) → 5.1Ω (across 1 winding)
Locked Rotor Test:
𝑐𝑜𝑠 −1 (0.583) = 54.338°
𝑍𝑠𝑐 =

𝑉𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑑 50.02𝑉
=
= 22.59𝛺
𝐼𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑑 2.214𝐴

𝑅𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟 = 22.59 cos(54.338°) − 5.1 = 8.07𝛺
𝑋𝑒𝑞 = 22.59𝑠𝑖𝑛(54.338°) = 18.354𝛺
𝑋𝑒𝑞 = 𝑋𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟 + 𝑋𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟
*Assuming that Xstator and Xrotor are equal
𝑋𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟 = 𝑋𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟 =
𝑋𝐿 = 𝜔𝐿 → 𝐿 =

18.35𝛺
= 9.17𝛺
2

𝑋𝐿 9.17𝛺
=
= 24.3𝑚𝐻
𝜔
2𝜋60

*Wind Turbine block requires values to be in per unit (pu)
𝑍𝑝𝑢 =

𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 2
2082
=
= 138.45𝛺
𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 250/0.8
𝑅𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟,𝑝𝑢 =

5.1
= 0.0368
138.45
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𝑅𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟,𝑝𝑢 =

8.07
= 0.0583
138.45

𝐿𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟,𝑝𝑢 = 𝐿𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟,𝑝𝑢 =

9.177
= 0.0663
138.45

No-Load Test:
𝑐𝑜𝑠 −1 (0.166) = 80.44°
𝐼𝑚 = 2.02𝑠𝑖𝑛(80.44°) = 1.991𝐴
𝑋𝑚 =

𝑉𝑛𝑜−𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 204.4𝑉
=
= 102.65𝛺
𝐼
1.991𝐴

𝑋𝑚 = 𝜔𝐿 → 𝐿 =
𝐿𝑚,𝑝𝑢 =

𝑋𝑚 102.65𝛺
=
= 272𝑚𝐻
𝜔
2𝜋60
102.65
= 0.7415
138.45

D.2 Pump Motor
Voltage Current
[V]
[A]
Locked rotor
Test
No-Load Test

Active
Power
[W]

Reactive Apparent
Power
Power
[VAR]
[VA]

PF

Speed
[rpm]

39.9

1.682

78.4

85.6

116.1

0.667

0

205.3

1.65

100

584

586

0.171

1795

Measured Rstator = 11.7Ω (across 2 windings) → 5.85Ω (across 1 winding)

Locked Rotor Test:
𝑐𝑜𝑠 −1 (0.667) = 47.39°
𝑍𝑠𝑐 =

𝑉𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑑
39.9𝑉
=
= 23.72𝛺
𝐼𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑑 1.682𝐴

𝑅𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟 = 23.72 cos(47.39°) − 5.85 = 10.21𝛺
𝑋𝑒𝑞 = 23.72𝑠𝑖𝑛(47.39°) = 17.457𝛺
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𝑋𝑒𝑞 = 𝑋𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟 + 𝑋𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟
*Assuming that Xstator and Xrotor are equal
𝑋𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟 = 𝑋𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟 =
𝑋𝐿 = 𝜔𝐿 → 𝐿 =

17.457𝛺
= 8.728𝛺
2

𝑋𝐿 8.728𝛺
=
= 23.1𝑚𝐻
𝜔
2𝜋60

No-Load Test:
𝑐𝑜𝑠 −1 (0.171) = 80.154°
𝐼𝑚 = 1.65𝑠𝑖𝑛(80.154°) = 1.626𝐴
𝑋𝑚 =

𝑉𝑛𝑜−𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 205.3𝑉
=
= 126.26𝛺
𝐼
1.626𝐴

𝑋𝑚 = 𝜔𝐿 → 𝐿 =
Rstator

𝑋𝑚 126.26𝛺
=
= 334.9𝑚𝐻
𝜔
2𝜋60
Rrotor

Lstator

Lrotor

Lm

0.0663
0.0663 0.7415
Induction Generator 0.0368 0.0583
(pu values)
Motor Pump
5.85Ω 10.21 Ω 0.0231H 0.0231H 0.334H
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Appendix E. Cal Poly Microgrid Operation Procedure (Rev 1.0)

See the attached document below.
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STOP WORK immediately, PRESS the Emergency Safety Shutdown (ESS) switch, and
REPORT to the EE department faculties of the microgrid’s suspicious behaviors that include,
but are not limited to, loud, inconsistent noise, shaking from the generator, DC motor, smoke,
arcing, corona, and equipment damage. The ESS switches are located at the generator carts,
and bench 6 marked with red-yellow tape. Everyone has the right to stop work amid safety
concern.
In case of emergency, DIAL 911.

ESS Switches Location
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1.

SCOPE

1.1

This procedure provides instructions to safely operate the Microgrid during the startup, gridconnected, and islanded mode of operation.

1.2

This procedure provides instructions to test the load shedding scheme.

2.

DISCUSSION

2.1

The Microgrid consists of two synchronous generators (500W each), a wind turbine system
that contains a variable frequency driver (VFD) and induction generator and a microinverter
connected to pair of solar panels (210W combined) as the generating units. The two
generators provide base load with voltage and frequency support to the grid when operating in
the islanded mode. The microinverter provides additional power during the daytime. The grid
can be connected to the building grid (utility) to provide initial system synchronization and to
support the grid when the generator(s) becomes unavailable.

2.2

The main protection system includes two SEL-700G Generator Protection Relays to protect
the generators, one SEL-300G Generator Protection Relay to protect the wind turbine system,
one SEL-751 Feeder Protection Relay to guard microinverter branch, and one SEL-421
Protection Automation Control to protect the utility connection. Working in conjunction with
above relays are SEL-587 Current Differential Relay, SEL-311L Line Current Differential
Protection and Automation, and SEL-710 Motor Protection Relay to protect various parts of the
Microgrid. All SEL equipment are connected to the SEL-3530 Real-Time Automation Controller
(RTAC) to enable efficiency communication and smart automation service to the grid.

2.3

Meter and annunciation are displayed in real-time on the annunciator LCD panel located on
bench 5 via the SEL-3530 RTAC. Refer to the annunciator response procedure MAR E-19.43
to troubleshoot the annunciator. Additional Yokogawa three-phase power meters located on
bench 5 and bench 6 can be also be used to meter.

3.

DEFINITION

3.1

The Microgrid: The 120/208V smart laboratory electrical system capable of operating
independently without the support of the infinite bus.

3.2

SEL: Schweitzer Engineering Laboratories, a manufacturer of digital protects and systems that
protect, automate, and control power systems. The Microgrid employs SEL relays to protect
critical components and automate various processes.

3.3

ESS: The Emergency Safety Shutdown system designed to safely and promptly deenergize
the Microgrid. There are three switches located at the side of the generator carts and bench
six. All switches are marked by red-yellow tape. Each switch can shut down the Microgrid.

3.4

Operator: Any individual operates the Microgrid at the time this procedure is being referenced.
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4.

RESPONSIBILITIES

4.1

The supervising faculty is responsible to ensure that all students working with the Microgrid
equipment are aware of the safety features in place to protect against abnormal and unsafe
conditions. Safety features include but are not limited to the ESS switches, power cutoff
switch, AC and DC switches. The advising faculty must ensure the students have sufficient
knowledge to run equipment and work in pair when the Microgrid is energized. The advising
faculty shall address to the students of the “Stop Work Authority”.

4.2

The student is responsible to obtain the supervising faculty’s permission prior to operate the
Microgrid. The permission may be effective for an agreed period between the faculty and the
student. The student is responsible to work in a pair when the Microgrid is energized. Effort
should be made to maintain housekeeping and report any hazardous or unsafe conditions to
the supervising faculty.

4.3

All students and faculties are responsible to follow campus coronavirus safety protocols and
obey all postings.

5.

REFERENCES

NOTE: All reference documents are stored electronically in the Microgrid OneDrive. Contact the
supervising faculty for access.
5.1

Grid-tied Solar System by Virginia Yan

5.2

Microgrid Renewable Energy Integration by Do Vo

5.3

Microgrid Lab – Capacitor Bank by Nicole Rexwinkel & Joshua Cinco

5.4

Protection, Automation, And Frequency Stability Analysis of a Laboratory Microgrid System by
Eric Osborn

5.5

Protective Relaying Student Laboratory by Kenan Pretzer

5.6

Automation, Annunciation, and Emergency Safety Shutdown of a Laboratory Microgrid
using a Real-time Automation Controller (RTAC) by Do Vo

6.

PREREQUISITES
None.
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7.

PRECAUTIONS AND LIMITATIONS

7.1

The Microgrid must be operated by two qualified individuals. The operators shall notify the
supervising faculty prior to commencing work. Work log shall be properly signed in and dated.
Failure to adhere to this requirement will result in a revoke of access.

7.2

A proper walkdown to verify the integrity of the Microgrid must be performed thoroughly before
and after each shift. The walkdown shall include, but not limited to, inspecting for looseness,
debris, sign of arcing, burnt mark, and equipment misplacement. Rigorous inspection shall be
performed at the ESSS switches and siren. Any finding shall be reported to the supervising
faculty. DO NOT ATTEMPT TO REMOVE ANY WIRE WHEN THE SYSTEM IS ENERGIZED.

7.3

All windows are to be and remain opened a soon as Room 102 is occupied to ensure
maximum air flow. Mask wearing and social distancing practice must be enforced per
university requirements. More Coronavirus Information can be found at:
https://coronavirus.calpoly.edu/campus-updates

7.4

Building grid (Building 22 - Engineering East) voltage varies depending on campus load at the
time. Annunciator MB-01 monitoring the infinite bus voltage might alarm to alert such grid
condition. The Microgrid has been observed to operate with no issue with building grid voltage
as low as 116 V L-N without the Microgrid’s load.
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8.

INSTRUCTIONS

NOTE: Placekeeping is the recommended human performance tool to reduce human errors and
prevent the omission or duplication of steps. Refer to Attachment 3 for a proper placekeeping
technique demonstration.
NOTE: Visit campus Coronavirus Information to stay up to date with the university requirements.
Conservative decision to wear a mask and maintain a 6ft distance shall be taken when uncertain.
All university or department postings must be obeyed at all time.
8.1

Preparation
8.1.1

Permission

Obtain approval from the supervising faculty to operate the Microgrid.
Faculty Name: ___________________
Faculty Signature: ___________________ Date: ___________________
Approval Effective From: ___________________ Until: ___________________
Once approved, this approval sheet can be kept separately for future use.
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8.1.2

Walkdown

NOTE: Prior to conducting the walkdown, ensure the Microgrid is de-energized by
switching off (downward) switch #5 and switch #6 at the power lab control panel. If no
other lab benches in Room 102 are in operation, press the red emergency button for a
complete isolation. See Attachment 1, Figure 1 for Room 102 layout.
a. Visually inspect for debris, sign of burnt mark, broken cable, and connection
integrity.
b. Physically check for tightness at the terminals of the generators, motor, resistive
boxes, and ADF connection of bench 5 and 6.
c. Ensure the ESS switches and connection are intact.
d. Ensure all blue cable are firmly inserted into to the trip signal slot on the green
circuit breakers.
e. Report any findings to the supervising faculty.
8.1.3

Annunciator Setup (Ref. Attachment 2, Figure 8)
a. Turn on the LCD TV on bench 5.
b. Connect the HDMI cable to the bench #5 PC or a personal laptop capable of
browsing.
c. Connect the USB A/B cable from the computer to Port F of the SEL-3530 RTAC.
d. Enter the following address to a browser https://172.29.131.1/home.sel
e. Login credential sheet is available beneath the LCD TV
f.

Select “Thesis” under the HMI section at the bottom left of the home page.

g. Ensure the following annunciator and meter panel are displayed correctly on the
screen. Maximize the display size by zooming in via the browser.
NOTE: Login credential sheet shall not be removed from bench #5 or shared. Notify
the supervising faculty to report a loss.
NOTE: It may take up to 3 minutes for the annunciator to fully operational. Do not
rely on the annunciator during this period.

8.1.4

Power distribution setup (Ref. Attachment 2, Figure 1, and Figure 2)
At the main distribution panel (Attachment 2, Figure 2 ):
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a. Use heavy-duty cables at the corner of Room 102 to connect the 120/208VAC
source (light green slots) to the ABC slots #6.
NOTE: All connections shall be made up from load-to-source sequence. All
disconnections shall be completed from source-to-load sequence
b. Ensure the 208V-3Ø circuit breaker is switched on (upward) at the AC CONTROL
panel.
c. Turn ON the two 120V.DC circuit breakers (upward) and press the black motor
button at the 125/250V.DC M-G SET panel to energize the main DC source.
d. Observe the DC meter display ranging from 110 – 130VDC. Notify the supervising
faculty if the DC voltage level is out of range.
e. Turn ON the GHI #5, GHI #6, and ABC #6 circuit breakers.
At the power lab control panel (Ref. Attachment 2, Figure 3):
f.

Press the white “ON” button on the panel.

g. Switch on (upward) switch #5 and switch #6.
h. Verify that orange lights #5 and #6 illuminate.
8.1.5

Relay/Speedometer Setup (Ref. Attachment 2, Figure 4)
Below the generator #2 cart:
a. Ensure the power strip is turned on
b. Verify the left most SEL-700G relay and Magtrol speedometer power up
Below the generator #1 cart:
c. Ensure the power strip is turned on
d. Verify the SEL-700G, SEL-751, SEL-735s, and Magtrol speedometer power up
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8.1.6

Solar Panel Setup (Ref. Attachment 2, Figure 9, Figure 10, and Figure 11)

NOTE: The Microgrid is fully self-sustained with two generators in operation. The
contribution of renewable energy via the solar panels and microinverter is optional. It is
recommended, however, to connect the microinverter to observe the dynamic power
generation characteristic of the Microgrid. The following steps instruct to setup the solar
panel cart in preparation to run the microinverter.
NOTE: The solar panel cart reposition requires two people. Do not attempt to move the
solar panel cart alone. Ensure the traffic cones are set up to enhance precaution at the
walkway in between Room 101/102 and the building 20A before maneuvering the solar
panel cart.
At room 102:
a. Arrange the DC transmission cables (red and blue) across from the Microgrid to the
nearest window.
b. Unroll the cable and extend to solar panel assembly area
At room 101:
c. Ensure both north side doors are fully opened, and the ramp is fully attached to the
stair
d. Slowly move the solar panel cart to the walkway.
e. Face the panels towards the sun to maximize energy harvest.
f.

If the solar panels are not expected to connect to the Microgrid within 1 hour, turn
the panels away from the sun

g. Connect the DC transmission cables to the solar panel via the MC4 connectors
male to female.
h. Ensure the DC disconnect switch beneath the solar panel is OFF.
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8.2

Start-up
8.2.1

Grid Energization
a. Turn ON Rigol power supply and turn on Channel 1. Ensure Channel 1 is set to
24VDC.
b. Ensure the ESS siren is cut-in.
c. Turn ON the Yokogawa three phase power meters on benches 5 and 6.
d. Turn ON the GHI terminal switches (125V DC power supply) on bench 5 and bench
6. Verify all circuit breakers’ green LEDs illuminate.
e. Ensure all static load 1 switches are off (flipped down).
f.

Turn ON the ABC terminal switch CB-U on bench 6. Verify line voltage on bench
6’s Yokogawa and utility voltmeter at the meter panel read 205V – 209V.
Expected annunciator status:
• MA-01 “INFINITE BUS FREQUENCY NORMAL”
• MB-01 “INFINITE BUS VOLTAGE NORMAL”

g. Close the following circuit breakers in the correct order: CB1, CB1-2, CB2-1, and
CB2-3 on bench 6. Verify circuit breakers closed (red LEDs illuminate).
Expected annunciator status:
• MC-01 “POWER FLOW NORMAL”
• MD-01 “VAR SUPPORT NORMAL”
h. Close circuit breaker CB3-4, CB4-5, and CB5-4 on bench 5. Verify power reading
on bench 6’s Yokogawa and utility wattmeter read 70W - 80W.
i.
8.2.2

Verify line voltage reading on bench 5’s Yokogawa (180V – 190V L-L)

Generator Energization
NOTE: Both generators have the same specifications and relay settings. Either unit
may be energized first. Energization shall be fully completed before moving onto the
other unit. The following steps instruct to energize generator #1 first.
At generator #1 cart:
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a. Turn ON the DC starter switch of generator #1.
b. Press the “Start” button on the DC starter #1 to turn on generator #1 (Ref.
Attachment 2, Figure 5).
c. IF the DC motor does not start, tune the DC motor knob by a quarter of a revolution
counterclockwise (Ref. Attachment 2, Figure 6).

d. Verify generator operational by checking the speed in RPM at the Magtrol
speedometer.
e. Observe the initial generator speed on the Magtrol speedometer.
f.

If the initial generator speed is > 1900 RPM, slightly tune the DC motor knob
counterclockwise to decrease the speed to approximately 1850 RPM.

g. Turn the potentiometer clockwise by a quarter of a revolution to establish stable
frequency reading (Ref. Attachment 2, Figure 7).
Expected annunciator status (Ref. Attachment 2, Figure 8):
• MA-02 “GEN #1 UNDERFREQUENCY” if speed < 1795RPM (59.83Hz)
• MA-02 “GEN #1 FREQUENCY NORMAL” otherwise
• MB-02 “GEN #1 UNDERVOLTAGE”
• MC-02 “LOW POWER”
• SYNCHRONIZATION PANEL “GEN #1 ISOLATED”
At generator #2 cart:
h. Turn ON the DC starter switch of generator #2.
i.

Press the “Start” button on the DC starter #2 to turn on generator #2.

j.

IF the DC motor does not start, tune the DC motor knob by a quarter of a revolution
counterclockwise.

k. Verify generator operational by checking the speed in RPM at the Magtrol
speedometer.
l.

Observe the initial generator speed on the Magtrol speedometer.

m. If the initial generator speed is > 1900 RPM, slightly tune the DC motor knob
counterclockwise to decrease the speed to approximately 1850 RPM
n. Turn the potentiometer clockwise by a quarter of a revolution to establish stable
frequency reading.
Expected annunciator status:
• MA-03 “GEN #2 UNDERFREQUENCY” if speed < 1795RPM (59.83Hz)
• MA-03 “GEN #2 FREQUENCY NORMAL” otherwise
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•
•
•
8.3

MB-03 “GEN #2 UNDERVOLTAGE”
MC-03 “LOW POWER”
SYNCHRONIZATION PANEL “GEN #2 ISOLATED”

Generator Synchronization

NOTE: Either generator may be synchronized first. Synchronization shall be fully completed before
moving onto the other unit. The following steps instruct to energize generator #1 first.
NOTE: Adjusting the generator terminal voltage will impact the frequency and vice versa.
Finetuning both terminal voltage and frequency is necessary to ensure a successful
synchronization.
8.3.1

Generator #1 Synchronization
At the generator #1 cart:
a. Ensure circuit breakers CB-SHED and CB-M are both OPEN.
b. Turn the potentiometer clockwise to increase terminal voltage to approximately
108V L-N. Voltage reading can be taken at the meter panel or from a separate
multimeter connected across the generator terminal voltage.
c. Turn the DC motor knob clockwise or counterclockwise to increase or decrease the
speed to 1801 RPM to 1814 RPM.
d. Ensure both voltage and frequency are within synchronizing range stated in step
8.3.1b and 8.3.1c.
e. Verify circuit breaker CB-G1 closed by observing the red light illuminating and
generator speed (1799 RPM ~ 1801 RPM).
f.

Increase the generator #1’s output power by slowly turning the DC motor knob
clockwise until ~35W power is observed at the meter panel.
Expected annunciator status:
• MA-02 “GEN #1 FREQUENCY NORMAL”
• MB-02 “GEN #1 UNDER VOLTAGE”
• MC-02 “POWER FLOW NORMAL”
• SYNCHRONIZATION PANEL “GEN #1 SYNCHED

NOTE: Do not attempt to increase the generator #1 terminal above 108V L-N after
synchronized. This will prevent generator #2 from synchronizing.
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8.3.2

Generator #2 Synchronization
At the generator #2 cart:
a. Ensure circuit breakers CB-SHED and CB-M are both OPEN.
b. Turn the potentiometer clockwise to increase terminal voltage to approximately
108V L-N. Voltage reading can be taken at the meter panel or from a separate
multimeter connected across the generator terminal voltage.
c. Turn the DC motor knob clockwise or counterclockwise to increase or decrease the
speed to 1801 RPM to 1814 RPM.
d. Ensure both voltage and frequency are within synchronizing range stated in step
8.3.2b and 8.3.1c.
e. Verify circuit breaker CB-G1 closed by observing the red light illuminating and
generator speed (1799 RPM ~ 1801 RPM).
f.

Increase the generator #1’s output power by slowly turning the DC motor knob
clockwise until ~35W power is observed at the meter panel.
Expected annunciator status:
• MA-03 “GEN #2 FREQUENCY NORMAL”
• MB-03 “GEN #2 UNDER VOLTAGE”
• MC-03 “POWER FLOW NORMAL”
• SYNCHRONIZATION PANEL “GEN #2 SYNCHED

g. Increase generator #2 output power to approximately 50W. Power reading can be
taken at the meter panel.
h. Increase terminal voltage to approximately 115V L-N.
At the generator #1 cart:
i.

Increase the generator #1 output power to approximately 50W.

j.

Increase generator #1 terminal voltage to approximately 120V L-N. This ensures
both generators are providing equal power and reactive power support to the grid.
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8.3.3

Wind Turbine System – Induction Generator Synchronization
At the Wind Turbine cart:
a. Ensure the VFD is turned on, the induction generator manual switch is in the OFF
position, CB-Wind is open (green light), the SEL-300G TRIP light is not illuminated,
and that GEN #1 and GEN #2 voltage is between 118V-120V.
NOTE: If the SEL-300G TRIP light is illuminated, press the TARGET RESET
button on the front panel of the SEL-300G relay to reset the trip function.
b. Press the RUN button on the VFD (green button).
c. Adjust the frequency of the VFD using the potentiometer on the front panel of the
VFD to 61Hz.
d. Close the manual switch on the induction generator (ON position). The wind turbine
system should synchronize with the microgrid in a few seconds.
NOTE: If the Wind Turbine system does not synchronize with the microgrid,
measure the line to line voltage of the induction generator output terminals. If
the voltage is measured to be under 180V, pressing the STOP button (red
button) on the VFD, turn the VFD potentiometer to the max (clockwise) and
press the RUN button. Wait until the VFD reaches the max frequency and then
turn down the frequency to 61Hz and synchronize with the microgrid.

e. Verify circuit breaker CB-Wind closed by observing the red light illuminating and
that the generator voltage is the same as generator #1 and generator #2 from the
annunciation panel. The output power should be approximately 30W.
Expected annunciator status:
• MA-05 “WIND GEN FREQUENCY NORMAL”
• MB-05 “WIND GEN VOLTAGE NORMAL”
• MC-05 “POWER FLOW NORMAL”
• SYNCHRONIZATION PANEL “WIND GEN SYNCHED”
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8.4

Load Connection
8.4.1

Resistive Load Connection
At bench 6:
a. Close circuit breaker CB3-SHED.
b. Turn on all the switches at Load 1 resistive box.
c. Close circuit breaker CB-M.
d. Observe circuit breaker CB3-CAP automatically closes.
Expected annunciator status:
• MA-06 “STATIC LOAD CONNECTED”
• MB-06 “CAP BANK CONNECTED”
• MC-06 “PUMP CONNECTED”
NOTE: Full load addition will sag voltage at the generator terminal voltage.

8.4.2

Voltage and Power Correction
a. Simultaneously increase the both generators’ terminal voltage to achieve 120V L-N.
b. Increase generator output power to approximately 100W each.

8.5

Microinverter Connection

NOTE: The Microgrid is fully self-sustained with two generators in operation. The contribution of
renewable energy via the solar panels and microinverter is optional. It is recommended however to
connect the microinverter to observe the dynamic power generation characteristic of the Microgrid.
The following steps instruct to synchronize the microinverter to the Microgrid after both generators
have been paralleled and the Microgrid is grid-tied.
8.5.1

Solar Panel Angle Adjustment
At the solar panel cart (Ref. Attachment 2, Figure 10, and Figure 11):
a. Connect the single axial motor controller alligator clips to a 12V battery. (Red
positive, black negative).
b. Press “SET” on the remote to change the controller operation to manual.
c. Press “E →” or “W ←” to tilt the solar panels up and down.
NOTE: Automatic operation of the controller is optional. This mode of operation is
suited for maximizing power production. Manual mode of operation is better suited
for controlling the output power for a short period.
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8.5.2

Microinverter Synchronization
a. Tune the generator terminal voltage to achieve 120V L-N and steady.
At the microinverter cart (Ref. Attachment 2, Figure 4):
b. Connect the DC transmission cables to the microinverter via the MC4 connectors
male to female.
c. Turn ON the DC disconnect switch beneath the solar panels.
d. Immediately verify three green light flashing on the left side of the microinverter.
Three green light flashes notify a successful microinverter startup.
e. Close circuit breaker CB-SOLAR.
f.

Close the disconnect switch on the microinverter cart. The closure of the this switch
physically ties the microinverter to the Microgrid and begins the 5-minute
synchronization process.
Expected annunciator status:
• MA-04 “INVERTER LOW POWER”
• MB-04 “Synchronization In Progress”
• MD-06 “INVERTER ISOLATED”

g. After 5 minutes, verify the inverter power at the meter panel.
Expected annunciator status:
• MA-04 “INVERTER POWER NORMAL”
• MB-04 “Synchronization Process Not Activated”
• SYNCHRONIZATION PANEL “INVERTER SYNCHED”
8.6

Islanding Mode Transfer
8.6.1

Preparation
a. Ensure that all generators are running stably with no voltage or power fluctuation.
b. Ensure the solar panels are not shaded or to be shaded within the next 10 minutes
c. Verify the microinverter output power does not fluctuate more than 10W in
magnitude.
d. Optionally assign a station watcher by any generator cart to monitor the speed
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8.6.2

Mode Transfer

NOTE: The solar panels output power varies each day. It is important to tune the
generators output power accordingly to obtain 50W to 80W power flow from the utility grid
before islanding. This wattage dependence has been verified experimentally to ensure a
stable mode transfer.
a. Tune the generators output power to achieve utility power reading of 50W to 80W.
The power reading can be taken at bench 6 Yokogawa or at the meter panel.
b. Ensure loading and VAR support are equally shared by two generators. This
requires simultaneous finetuning at the DC motor knobs.
c. Once all favorable conditions are achieved:
d. Open CB-U breaker to isolate the Microgrid from the building grid.
NOTE: The voltage will dip upon isolation from the building grid. The magnitude of
the dip is influenced by the percentage load sharing bet ween the generators and
microinverter (if connected). Prompt manual voltage correction is necessary to
stabilize the Microgrid
e. Immediately increase the generator frequency to 60Hz (1800RPM) at either
generator. This action is recommended to be performed by the assigned station
watcher.
f.

Increase the generator terminal voltage to 120V L-N.

g. Finetuning the generator output power and terminal voltage to ensure equal load
sharing.
Expected annunciator status:
• SYNCHRONIZATION PANEL “ISLANDED MODE”
8.7

Grid-tied Mode Transfer

NOTE: The grid-tied mode of operation is necessary when one of the generators becomes
unavailable or when it is desired by the operator to reconnect to the building grid for power, voltage,
and frequency support. The grid-tied mode transfer shall be only conducted when the Microgrid is in
islanding mode.
8.7.1

Preparation
a. Ensure the generator frequency is at 60Hz and stable
b. Ensure the generator terminal is from 120V – 125V L-N and stable
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8.7.2

Mode Transfer

NOTE: Do not attempt to close circuit breaker CB-U before opening circuit breaker CB1.
The building grid and the Microgrid are not synchronized. Such closure will inadvertently trip
the Microgrid.
NOTE: CB1 is controlled by SEL-421 automation control with auto synchronism enabled.
The synchronization process may take up to 30 seconds depending the angle mismatch
between the two grids.
At bench 6:
a. Open circuit breaker CB1.
b. Verify circuit breaker CB1 has been opened (green LED light illuminates).
c. Close circuit breaker CB-U.
d. Monitor circuit breaker CB1 status.
e. Verify circuit breaker CB1 has been closed (red LED light illuminates)
NOTE: The voltage will spike upon synchronizing with the building grid due to the
presence of additional VAR support.
f.

Increase the generator terminal voltage to 120V L-N.

g. Finetuning the generator output power and terminal voltage to ensure equal load
sharing.
Expected annunciator status:
• SYNCHRONIZATION PANEL “GRID-TIED”
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9.

DE-ENERGIZATION

NOTE: The de-energization process will trigger multiple generator and grid alarms. This is expected
as the monitored parameters are coming offline. The annunciator panels can be disregarded.
9.1

Microgrid Shutdown
9.1.1

Generator Isolation
At the generator cart #1:
a. Press the “Stop” button on the DC starter #1 to turn off generator #1.
b. Turn OFF the DC starter switch.
c. Turn the potentiometer counterclockwise all the way to completely isolate field
current from the generator
At the generator cart #2:
d. Press the “Stop” button on the DC starter #2 to turn off generator #2.
e. Turn OFF the DC starter switch.
f.

Turn the potentiometer counterclockwise all the way to completely isolate field
current from the generator.

At the Wind Turbine cart:
g. Press the “STOP” button on the VFD.
h. Flip the induction generator manual switch to the OFF position.
i.

9.1.2

Press the TARGET RESET button on the front panel of the SEL-300G relay

Microinverter Isolation
At the solar panel cart #1:
a. Turn OFF the DC disconnect switch beneath the solar panels.
b. Disconnect the MC4 connectors between the solar panels and the DC transmission
cables.
c. Turn the solar panels away from the sun if panels are not expected to be stored in
Room 101 within 30 minutes.
At the microinverter cart #1:
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d. Open circuit breaker CB-SOLAR.
e. Turn OFF the disconnect switch.
f.

9.1.3

Disconnect the MC4 connectors between the DC transmission cables and the
microinverter.

Microgrid Isolation
a. Open the circuit breaker CB-U
b. Verify no voltage and current reading on bench 6 Yokogawa.
c. Open circuit breaker CB1
d. Verify circuit breaker CB1 has been opened (Green LED light illuminating)
e. Open the remaining circuit breakers
j.

Turn OFF the GHI terminal switches (125V DC power supply) on bench 5 and
bench 6. Verify all circuit breakers’ green LEDs are off.

k. Turn off Rigol Power Supply
l.
9.1.4

Flip all 6 switches to the down position on Static Load 1.

Power distribution isolation
At the main distribution panel:
NOTE: All disconnections shall be performed from source-to-load sequence
a. Flip ABC and GHI breakers down and ensure no yellow strip is visible on the
switches
b. Unplug heavy-duty cables connecting the 120/208VAC source (light green slots) to
the ABC slots #6.
c. Turn OFF the two 120V.DC circuit breakers (downward) and press the red motor
button at the 125/250V.DC M-G SET panel to de-energize the main DC source.
d. Observe the DC meter gradually rotates to the 0 V position.
e. Turn OFF the GHI #5, GHI #6, and ABC #6 circuit breakers.
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At the power lab control panel:
f.

Switch OFF (downward) switch #5 and switch #6.

g. Verify that orange lights #5 and #6 diminish.
h. Press the red “Emergency” button on the panel.
i.

9.1.5

Verify the green light diminishes

Relay/Speedometer Setup
Below the generator #2 cart:
e. Turn OFF the power strip.
f.

Verify the left most SEL-700G relay and Magtrol speedometer power down.

Below the generator #1 cart:
g. Turn OFF the power strip.
h. Verify the SEL-700G, SEL-751, SEL-735s, and Magtrol speedometer power down.
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9.2

Housekeeping
9.2.1

Lab Room 101
a. Retract the solar panels.
b. Ensure both doors are fully opened.
c. Move the solar panel cart to Room 102.
d. Keep the cart clear of the main aisle.
e. Store the traffic cones and the 12 V battery under the solar panel cart.
f.

9.2.2

Close Room 102.

Lab Room 102
a. Ensure the DC transmission cable is stored underneath bench 6.
b. Verify no tripping hazards nearby the benches 5 and 6.
c. Verify all AC and DC sources at benches 5 and 6 are OFF.
d. Verify the green light at the power lab control panel is OFF
e. Turn OFF the LCD TV for the annunciator panel
f.

Turn OFF all room lights before leaving room 102.
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10.

LOAD SHEDDING SCHEME TEST

NOTE: Load shedding is designed to shed load upon grid frequency reduction. The primary reason
for frequency instability is power generation deficiency that typically caused by the solar panel
power reduction. This section provides instruction to test the load shedding scheme.
NOTE: Prerequisites for Section 10 are the completion of Step 8.5 and Step 8.6.2
10.1

Preparation
10.1.1 Prerequisite Check
a. Ensure Step 8.5 has been completed.
b. Verify Step 8.6.2 has been completed
c. Tilt the solar panel to obtain maximum output power.
d. Verify the microinverter output power (> 100 W) and stable at the power meter
panel to ensure a successful test.
Expected annunciator status:
• SYNCHRONIZATION PANEL “GRID-TIED”
• SYNCHRONIZATION PANEL “INVERTER SYNCHED”
• MA-04 “INVERTER POWER NORMAL”
10.1.2 Parameter Tuning
At the solar panel cart:
a. Adjust the DC knob (generator power) to obtain 1799 to 1801 RPM.
b. Simultaneously adjust the generator terminal voltage to ensure 120 V L-N.
c. Optionally finetune the generator output power to ensure appropriate real power
and reactive contribution according to test criteria.
d. Record initial condition parameters such as grid voltage, frequency, generator
output power, and microinverter output power as necessary.
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10.2

Load Shedding Test

NOTE: Step 10.2.1 and Step 10.2.2 shall be performed simultaneously. This can be achieved by
assigning one person (Observer #1) at the solar panel cart and one person at lab bench #5
(Observer #2). Cellphone communication shall be established to ensure coordination and safety.
10.2.1 Solar Panel Power Reduction
At the solar panel cart:
a. Ensure the solar tracker controller is set to manual by pressing the “SET” button on
the remote control.
b. Use the remote control to raise the panel angle away from the optimal position.
c. Briefly press the “W →” button to raise the angle such that the solar panels rotate
no more than 2 inches of angular distance.
d. Each pressing shall be communicated with Observer #2.
e. Repeat step 10.2.1c/d until further notice by Observer #2.
10.2.2 Microgrid Observation
At lab bench 5:
a. Observe grid voltage and frequency (or speed in RPM) at the meter panel.
b. Maintain communication with Observer #1.
c. Provide grid parameters information as necessary to Observer #1.
d. Direct Observer #1 to tilt the solar panels by no more than 1 inch of angular
distance as the grid frequency/speed approaches 59.87 Hz or ~1796 RPM.
Expected annunciator status:
• SPECIAL CONDITION PANEL “ISLANDING ABORT”
• SPECIAL CONDITON PANEL “INSUFFICIENT POWER/FREQ UNSTABLE”
• MA-06 “STATIC LOAD CONNECTED”
e. Prepare to take necessary data
f.

Direct Observer #1 to cease all activities at solar panels cart once load shedding
occurs. Grid generally behaves as follows:
•
•
•

Generator speed increases to 1805 RPM to 1810 RPM.
Generator voltage increases to 120 – 125 V L-N.
Audible breaker closure from CB-SHED

Expected annunciator status:
• MA-06 “LOAD SHED”
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11.

REMARKS

Document any findings or abnormalities that might affect the safe operation of the Microgrid. Remark
section can be used as notes.
REMARK:_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
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ATTACHMENT 1 – Room 102 Layout
This attachment contains the floor layout of laboratory room 102.

Figure 1. Room 102 Layout
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ATTACHMENT 2 – Pictorial References
This attachment contains pictorial references of Microgrid’s components.

Figure 1. Main Distribution Panel (1)
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Figure 2. Main Distribution Panel (2)
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Figure 3. Power Lab Control Panel
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Figure 4. Power Generation Setup
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Figure 5. DC Motor Starter Start/Stop Buttons

Figure 6. DC Motor Speed Control Knob
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Figure 7. Generator Field Current Potentiometer
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Figure 8. Annunciator Panel Station with a Personal Laptop

Figure 9. Solar Panel Cart Setup (1)
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Figure 10. Solar Panel Cart Setup (2)
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Figure 11. Solar Tracker Remote Control
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ATTACHMENT 3 – Placekeeping Demo
This attachment provides an instruction to conduct a proper placekeeping.
The Microgrid Operating Procedure is broken down into various sections and subsections. For
example, Section 8 “INSTRUCTIONS” consists of many subsections such as Section 8.1
“Preparation” and Section 8.2 “Start-up”. Each of these subsections have their own subsections which
contains instructional steps.
Once entered any section, subsection or step, the corresponding numerical designation must be
circled. Once each section, subsection, or step is fully completed, the circle must be forward slashed.
If step has been mistakenly marked as completed, the circle shall be crossed, and a new circle shall
be drawn beside. If a step or subsection cannot be used due, the corresponding numerical
designation shall be forward slashed and with an “N/A” mark.
The following examples demonstrate a proper placekeeping technique.
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Example 1: The operator just completed Step 9.1.1f as a part of Subsection 9.1.1, Subsection 9.1, of
Section 9. He/she is performing Step 9.1.2a and Subsection 9.1.2. The operator circle slashed up to
the last completed step, Step 9.1.1f and only circled Step 9.1.2a.

Figure 1. Example 1 (Placekeeping Demo)
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Example 2: The operator just completed Subsection 10.1.1 as a part of Subsection 10.1 and is
entering Subsection 10.1.2. However, the operator mistakenly circled and forward slashed Subsection
10.1 which has not been completed due to the incompletion of Subsection 10.1.2. The operator fixes
the mistake by crossing the existing circle and marking a new circle on the left.
This process can be used when redoing an earlier step that have already been circle slashed.

Figure 2. Example 2 (Placekeeping Demo)
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Example 3: The operator just completed Subsection 8.4. At this point the walkway between Building
20A and Building 20, Room 102 has been shaded. The operator decided not to connect the solar
panels and microinverter to the Microgrid. As a result, Subsection 8.5 will not be used. The operator
forward slashed the corresponding numerical designation and wrote “N/A” to clarify.

Figure 3. Example 3 (Placekeeping Demo)
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